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Chapter 13

"My backer?" Bai nianxi murmured, "who is it..."

As his child's mother, her backer, who can be?

Looking at Bai nianxi's confused face, commo North anger from the heart, is she really
don't understand or fake don't understand?

The atmosphere gradually condenses, and Kangmo Beiwei squints his eyes with a
dangerous light.

Then, he pushed Bai nianxi down on the bed and spread his legs across Bai nianxi's
waist.

"You've been pretending that you're amnesia, that you don't know me, that you don't
know Lolo. OK, I'll take you to review how we met!"

What's more, have a good look. Who are your backers? "

Bai nianxi looks at the lust of Kang Mobei in his eyes in panic, and a layer of bad
premonition suddenly springs up in his heart.

With a sneer in his mouth, he pulled open his bow tie and untied the buttons on his
chest one by one. All the strong muscles on his chest were revealed, outlining the lines
of blood. The perfect pectoral muscles, abdominal muscles, mermaid line, and below,
is

Bai nianxi stares big eyes. He just wants to escape, but his arm is caught by Kang
Mobei. He has endured for a long time and will never let her escape again.

"Conmobei, calm down..."

However, he could not calm down any more. Looking at the chattering woman under
him, he bent down fiercely and blocked her lips and drove in.

Like an addict, her slender hands also moved along her body curve and took off her
clothes little by little.



"Put Well Conmber

Bai nianxi resists twisting his body, trying to struggle out of the confinement of
kangmobei. This unremitting resistance finally angers kangmobei. He doesn't want to
hesitate any more. He makes great efforts under her body. He runs through her.

"Well..."

Bai nianxi frowned tightly, and a burst of tearing pain came from her body, which
made her heart tremble.

She was actually, by conmobei

Kangmobei is also painful. With a groan, delicate beads of sweat condense on his
forehead. The knife like face lines appear firm and soft at this time. Coagulating eyes,
looking into Bai nianxi's eyes, he said in a dumb voice: "how? At last I remember what
happened? "

Bai nianxi was relieved from the pain. He wanted to speak with hate in his eyes, but he
was pinched by Kang Mobei. "Now that you think of it, please listen to me. I don't like
women who are complacent. In the future, you can be arrogant and presumptuous for
me, eh?"

With that, he didn't give Bai nianxi a chance to breathe. He began to exercise violently,
and the original pain gradually turned into an ambiguous groan, which escaped from
Bai nianxi's throat and eyes

One after another groan, outside the door came the sound of Lolo beating the door
with a small fist.

Exhausted, conmbe finally let her go.

Bai nianxi lies on the bed and covers himself with a quilt. He feels ashamed and angry.
After what happened just now, his anger dissipates a lot. He just sits and looks at her
with a smile.

Bai nianxi's heart rises a nameless evil fire, reaches out his hand to get the pillow
beside him, and is caught by Kang Mobei, "I don't know if my hand is hurt..."

Before he finished, a pillow hit his face.

"Conmber, you son of a bitch!"



There are tears in Bai nianxi's eyes. This is her first time! It's taken away by conmber!

"How do you want me to face zhiang and Jiangjia in the future?"

Kangmo North Light hiss a, a lift quilt, expose under the bed pure white sheet.

How, does she think that without this time, she can face Jiang zhiang without burden?

Bai nianxi's face was shocked and helpless. How, how could it be that he didn't get red?

She had never

The mockery on Kang Mo North's face is obvious, which makes Bai Nian Xi angry for
a moment. He is shocked. Why does this man possess her unreasonably, and still look
like he should?

"I'll sue you!"

"Good." Conmobei did not care, even a small smile, "as long as you sue."

…… Shameless!

"Don't think you're rich."

"Well." Kang Mobei nodded, if pointed out, "money is great, if not money, how to
bring down Jiang?"

…… have no shame!

Bai nianxi clenched her fist. How could she not recognize that the man in front of her
was threatening her with Jiang's safety.

It's a lot of money, isn't it? OK, "conmobei! If you have the ability, you will kill me
with money! "

Bai nianxi is really angry, just say such a sentence.

Is that really the only way she can do it? Living in this man's home, I dare not resist
anything and let the mermaid eat.

Kangmo North Shi ran looked at Bai nianxi, the meaning in the eyes seems to say: you
said.

Kangmobei dismisses all the maids in the family and recruits a new group of people.



Although they are new comers, they all know that Bai nianxi's position in the family is
comparable to that of a hostess. No one dares to disobey Bai nianxi.Bai nianxi looks at
the golden Nightgown of the local tyrant. What's the taste of kangmobei?

There are slippers at the foot, also pure gold.

Hate hate kicked off the slippers at the foot, "please give me a pair."

The maid came forward respectfully, took the slippers away, and took a pair of
transparent rubber slippers. Bai nianxi took a look at them. They seemed even uglier
and asked, "are there no other slippers with normal points?"

The maid lowered her head. "Mr. Kang said that this pair of slippers with diamond
crystal soles is very suitable for your temperament."

Diamond inlaid? Crystal bottom? slipper?

Bai nianxi took a look at the slippers that she thought were made of transparent glue.
Then she found that they were really made of crystal bottom, and the vamp was
covered with broken diamonds!

So this pair of gold slippers is also gold-plated? Look at the local tyrant's golden
nightgown. It's embroidered with gold thread?!

Suddenly remembered that day she said that sentence to conmber: have the ability, you
use the money to kill me!

"Miss Bai, it's time for you to wash. This is your personal skin care product." A maid
led several people to come in, carrying bags of personal belongings on the dresser, and
said, "Mr. Kang said, let you use everything. The most expensive one was just bought
this morning."

The most expensive. Well, she'd like to see how expensive it is.

Bai Nian Xi took out his mobile phone and randomly turned out a bottle of thing from
a bag. The appearance of a small volume of about a few milliliters should be a bottle
of face cream, which is more expensive, but it is only a few thousand pieces.

however, after seeing a long string of zeros displayed on the webpage, Bai Nian Xi
blinked, which was the price of a bottle of face cream.

The rest

After a hard wash, Bai nianxi went downstairs to have breakfast. Luo Luo had a



programming class this morning and was not at home. Now only Kang Mobei is idly
eating breakfast at home.

Bai nianxi went to a chair and was about to sit down when she was stopped by the
maid.
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